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ABSTRACT  
   
During 1947-1948, three commercial films：Everlasting Love（不了情, 
1947） Long Live the Wife (太太萬歲，1947) and Happiness and Sorrow of 
Middle Ages (哀樂中年，1948) from the director Sang Hu 桑弧 were released.  
Although the results from box-office were stunning, they suffered fierce criticism 
from progressive critics largely because the films lacked descriptions of China as 
a nation-state with critical  explorations on nationalism, anti-imperialism, and 
feudalism. This ideological bias resulted in a long time neglect of the artistic and 
social value of these three films.  
This paper attempts to analyze the directors original intention through  the 
love story vehicle, illustrate his concern toward individuals, society, urban culture 
and moral standards and further discuss this new film genre through a comparison 
of today’s film market.  
 In my opinions, his films contain considerable artistic and social values 
which deserve scholarly attentions.  They show great compassion toward the 
dilemma of ordinary human beings and privilege the perspectives of common 
citizens; The director depicts various kinds of interpersonal relationships in a 
semi-colonial city and thus demonstrates considerable concern with the social 
realities. In their particular political environment, these films negotiate the 
economic market and yet successfully contribute their own intervention in the 
wider cultural discussion of post-war social reconstruction and the development 
of ethical values. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Chinese film market after the Sino-Japanese War 
In August 1945, as soon as China came out of the Sino-Japanese War, 
Civil War was imminent. Although Chinese society was embroiled in an 
environment of political instability, dramatic inflation and destitution, the 
Shanghai film market, as the anchor of the domestic film industry, was ushered in 
a new era of Chinese cinema. In this context, The River Flows to the East 一江春
水向東流 which was produced by Kunlun Film Company in 1947 received 
overwhelming public welcome and critical compliments after its October release. 
During the three months of its running time, it scored the highest recorded box 
office receipts for any pre-1949 domestic film. More than  700 hundred thousand 
(?) citizens went to  because of it, a number equivalent to 14.39% of the 
population of Shanghai. That means, for every seven people in Shanghai, 
regardless of age or socioeconomic status, one saw the film.
1
 
If the number of audience during the film's second runs is taken into 
consideration, the total number may come close to or over a million. This 
remarkable achievement was unparalleled at that time: it surpassed the attendance 
even for Hollywood films which always ranked at the top of box office records. 
For example, Gone with the Wind, one of Hollywood's most successful films, 
recorded only 170,000 veiwers, or just one quarter of those who saw The River 
                                                 
1
Cheng Jihua程季華, ed., Zhongguo dianying fazhanshi 中國電影發展史, vol.2 
(Beijing: Zhongguo dianying chubanshe, 1963), 22. 
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Flows to the East. 
Although the “national films” centering on socioeconomic issueshad their 
heyday in the 1930's, The River Flows to the East shared most of their typical 
feature. It focused on irreconcilable conflicts between the resisting Chinese and 
invading Japanese, and between China’s own different classes,  was filled with 
great anti-imperialist and social reformist passions, and put considerable 
attentions on women’s modernist gender identities.  Political messages dominated 
the story in the purpose of advocating the building of a new nation and society.  
This typical example illustrates a general situation of the post-war film 
industry: “film production, government censorship and public opinion are all 
significant elements to establish a new symbolic China”.2 Chinese cinema is the 
“mobiliser of the nation’s myths and the myth of the nation”.3 
As Andrew Higson has written, national cinema has performed a function: 
            A hegemonising, mythologising process, involving both the production 
and assignation of a particular set of meanings, and the attempt to contain, 
or prevent the potential proliferation of other meanings. At the same time, 
the concept of a national cinema has almost invariably been mobilized as a 
strategy of cultural (economic) resistance.
4
 
                                                 
2
 Douglas Wilkerson, “Film and the Visual Arts in China: An Introduction,” in 
Cinematic Landscapes: Observations on the Visual Arts and Cinema of China 
and Japan, (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1994), 40. 
3
 “Postmodernity, Popular Culture, and the Intellectual: A Report on Post-
Tiananmen China,” boundary 2 23, no. 2 (1996): 139–169.  
4
 Andrew Higson, “The Concept of National Cinema,”  Screen 30  (1989):37. 
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1.2 The “incompatible” voice from Sang Hu and fierce criticism received by 
his films   
In 1947, as the civil war was in full swing, Shanghai Wenhua Company 
released the film Everlasting Love 不了情. It was not only the successful woman 
writer Zhang Ailing’s first try at writing for the big screen but was also her first 
collaboration with the director Sang Hu.  In her story, she didn’t give any direct 
treatment to the political tensions but rather employed a love story on the typical 
theme of Cinderella meets her Prince or, in the Chinese version, poor beauty falls 
in love with a handsome rich man. Although deeply hurt by her father’s 
extramarital affairs, the leading female character involves herself in the romance 
with a married rich man. The woman’s situation becomes complicated because on 
one hand, she would like to take care of her lover’s daughter whose mother was 
confined to bed by serious illness, but on the other hand, she could not bear the 
thought of being a concubine or a substitute for his sick wife.  
The later-released Long Live the Wife 太太萬歲 is also a family drama, set 
in a moderately prosperous family, in which conflicts among the servant, mother-
in-law, sister-in-law, the heroine’s own father and her husband never stop, 
because of which Sizhen 思珍, a modern housewife, is perpetually busy dealing 
with them. In each conflict, she tries to make peace by going against her real 
feelings, but it seems that no one really appreciates her sacrifices. As a 
responsible woman, she mediates the conflicts between her mother-in-law and the 
maid, helps her brother to court her sister-in-law, raises funds for her husband's 
entrepreneurial endeavors and, in order to maintain the stability of domesic 
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harmony, tells white lies. However, she finally discovers the love affair between 
her husband and a prostitute. After driving the prostitute away from her husband, 
she asks for a divorce.  
Zhang Ailing and Sang Hu’s last cooperative effort was Happiness and 
Sorrow of Middle Age 哀樂中年  which was released in 1948. Using an 
autobiographical approach, the film showcases the ordinary life of Chen 
Shaochang 陳紹常 a man in his 50's. After the death of his wife, he raises three 
children independently rather than risk their being abused by a stepmother. When 
his eldest son gets rich by marrying a banker’s daughter, he is asked to quit his 
job and stay at home to enjoy the material comforts of life. To show his filial 
piety to his father, the eldest son even gives the father a burial site as a birthday 
present. Feeling that he is still in middle age and should not wait to die, Chen goes 
back to his job and falls in love with a young girl. Encouraged by this young lady, 
Chen Shaocheng leaves the son’s home and builds a new primary school in the 
place where his son planned to construct his tomb.   
Although the well received by the public, the film met with fierce 
criticism from progressive critics: “We  see it very clearly: the director's life 
experience is still limited.  He belongs to the class whose members get salaries in 
the city. He profoundly understands this class and their lives, their curiosities, 
their ideas and their shortcomings. However, he does not see a way ahead for this 
kind but ridiculous class. He never looked into the broader real world.”  “The 
trend of the world has already pointed out the road forward for Sang Hu’s class: 
subvert the existing system! That is, join forces with the lower class of the 
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workers and peasants.” 5 
Some sharp critics regarded Sang Hu’s works as “very vulgar”. They also 
described Zhang Ailing’s writing as “morphine biscuits which will indulge you in 
decadent morass.” As for Shi Hui’s 石揮 acting, they even decried it as "with 
nasty, vulgar and strong scent of a rogue”.6 
By taking the mainstream discourse of “national film” into consideration, 
those sharp critics, although full of ideological bias, revealed an “untoward” 
position of Sang Hu’s films: lacking descriptions of China as a nation-state 
critically embroiled in issues of nationalism, anti-imperialism, ant feudalism, they 
were largely dismissed by the mainstream critical circles and for a long time 
neglected by film scholars. Zhongguo dianyingshi 中國電影史 (The Chinese Film 
History) for instance merely records that “Wenhua released Long Live the Wife, 
Everlasting Love and Happiness and Sorrow of Middle Ages” 7  In Zhongguo 
dianying fazhanshi 中國電影發展史 (The History of the Development of Chinese 
Film), a monumental study, only a very brief mention is made about one of these 
films: “In the same year Everlasting Love, written by Zhang Ailing, received a 
warm response.” 8 
                                                 
5
 Yu Chen雨辰, “Cong xiju tan shanghu” 從喜劇談桑弧，Wenhua yingxun 
tekan文華影訊特刊, 1948:15. 
6
Qing Miao青苗, “Liangfeng xin” 兩封信，Juying Chunqiu 劇影春秋, vol.1, 
1948, no.10:5. 
7
  Zhong Dafeng鐘大豐 and Shu Xiaoming舒曉鳴, Zhongguo dianying shi 中國
電影史(Beijing : Zhongguo dianying chubanshe,1955),37. 
8
 Cheng Jihua程季華, ed., Zhongguo dianying fazhanshi 中國電影發展史, vol.2 
(Beijing: Zhongguo dianying chubanshe, 1998), 25. 
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Different from the historical critics, this paper attempts to re-examine 
Sang Hu’s films from 1947-1948, analyze what the director really wants to 
express through  family story vehicles , illustrate his concern toward individuals 
and post-war society and further discuss this new film genre through a 
comparison of today’s films.  
In my opinions, his films contain considerable artistic and social values 
that deserve scholarly attention. The films show great compassion toward the 
dilemmas of ordinary human beings and privilege the perspectives of common 
citizens. The director depicts various kinds of interpersonal relationships in a 
semicolonial city and thus demonstrates considerable concern with the social 
realities. In their particular political environment, these films negotiate the market 
and yet successfully contribute their own intervention in the wider cultural 
discussion of after-war social reconstruction and the development of ethical 
values. With a rich cultural ambience and entertainment features neither 
succumbed to a reduction to political propaganda nor limited to shallow family 
farce and thus being seemingly “out of place” for its own time. However, when 
looking at this corpus from the development of today’s film market in China, we 
may find his films share certain similarities with a new genre which is currently 
appreciated by both audiences and movie critics. 
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Chapter 2 
ARTISTIC FEATURES AND SOCIAL VALUES OF SANG HU'S FILMS 
DURING 1947-1948 
2.1 Compromise between the ordinary life perspective and “progressive” 
casting 
In order to present this point of view, I will briefly introduce the aesthetics 
preferences of director and scriptwriter.  
Ever since the establishment, after the mid-19
th
 century, of foreign 
concessions in Shanghai, Tianjin, Wuhan and other places, a hybrid culture that 
involved colonial, commercial, modern and traditional attributes was gradually 
formed. Shanghai was the center of this semicolonial China.  Living in such a city, 
Zhang Ailing cultivated a particular fondness for ordinary daily life. On one hand, 
she did not agree with the leftist revolutionary imperative to overturn the old 
social order; on the other hand, she also did not belong to the conservative social 
and political establishment that refused any social reform.  Ke Ling 柯靈, a 
renowned Chinese critic, once said in Yaoji Zhang ailing 遙寄張愛玲 
(Addressing Zhang Ailing from far away): “I think about it over and over again 
by pulling my fingers. We can never categorize Zhang into any category in such a 
big literary world. Only when Shanghai fell to the enemy occupation, did she get 
her time. The Japanese and Wang Jingwei regime cut off the new literary tradition 
across the board. As long as the writer did not write against them, they would like 
to pretend that peace and prosperity prevailed by a bit of literature and art. This is 
what they searched for but could not achieve. So they never cared for what was 
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given to them.  Since the sky was high and the emperor was far away, it provided 
Zhang Ailing with a perfect stage to show her talents."
9
 
Zhang Ailing also said: “I found those who are working in the literary 
field have always been focused on the dynamic side of life and have neglected its 
peaceful side. In fact, the latter is the foundation of the former. For example, they 
mostly focus on the struggle of life and ignore the harmonious side. In fact, 
people always fight in order to achieve harmony.” 10 
The director Sang Hu who also worked for the Wen Hua [one word or 
two?] Company shared similar tastes with Zhang. His films usually show a    
passing interest in political life and historical events. He preferred to focus on the 
various dimensions of urban society and on the practices of everyday life. He was 
enthusiastic about stories that happened in the marketplace and about people's 
common family lives.  His artistic techniques tended to pay much attention to the 
trivial daily routines and delicate feelings of the characters in his stories. Cheng 
Jihua mentioned: “According to those movies released from the Wenhua 
Company, we are able to find their basic attitude of film making: it seems that the 
producers are unwilling to curry favor with the nationalist party and that they also 
keep a deliberate distance from the revolutionary film movement. However, they 
                                                 
9
Ke Ling柯靈, “Yao ji Zhang Ailing” 遙寄張愛玲 in  Ke Ling liushinian 
wenxuan  柯靈六十年文選1930——1932, (Shanghai: Wenyi Chubanshe, 1993), 
382.  
10
  Kenny K. K. Ng,  “The screenwriter as cultural broker: travels of Zhang 
Ailing's comedy of love,” Modern Chinese Literature and Culture  2 (2008): 131-
184.  
  9 
still have to keep in mind [the mission of] making money from the film market.”11 
When dealing with political trends at that time, Sang Hu and Zhang Ailing 
maintained a relatively independent position. They were more willing to stand at 
the margin of the mainstream ideology, hoping to get a relatively free space for 
formal and social negotiations by not becoming too involved in any political 
agenda. So a prominent preference for ordinary   life can be explained. They 
added nearly no political ingredients to their films, whether in the background, the 
story line or the characters. From the perspective of common citizens, audience 
members from any social class might have easily understood the plots and even 
the visual and sonic motifs of the films. Nor did the filmmakers base their films 
upon historical events. Insteand, they zeroed in upon detailed descriptions of daily 
routines. Through a  largely relaxed examination of the value of ordinary 
everyday life, the audience at any time may respond to the characters and their 
feelings in the movies. Unlike in those left-wing epic movies such as The River 
Flows to the East, Sang Hu and Zhang Ailing declined from reconstructing 
legendary stories or  relying upon historical events for their narrative background. 
Long Live the Wife, for instance consists of five real-life situations: the servant 
breaks a bowl on Sizhen’s mother-in-law’s birthday; after he is demobilized, 
Sizhen’s brother comes to visit her and falls in love with her sister-in-law; 
Sizhen’s husband Zhiyuan 志遠 wants to open a trading company but fails to 
borrow money from her father; after her husband gets rich, Sizhen uncovers his 
                                                 
11
Cheng Jihua程季華, ed., Zhongguo dianying fazhanshi 中國電影發展史, vol.2 
(Beijing: Zhongguo dianying chubanshe, 1995), 256. 
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extramarital affair; finally, Sizhen give up the idea of divorcing her husband. 
These common daily scenes form the living environment of the housewife who is 
out of the earshot of war and high politics.  
The battles between countries, Sang Hu and Zhang Ailing seem to suggest, 
may be much less important than individuals' quarrels with their family members.  
Regardless of time period, a housewife's unchangeable concerns could only be her 
husband, parents and children. In other words, the housewife stands in the margin 
of the political stage but at the center of the ordinary everyday life that relates to 
the largest population.  This selection of the housewife-character as the film's 
dominant role clearly shows the director and scriptwriter's deliberate avoidance of 
political ideology. In the other two films, the main characters are also fathers, 
sisters, and teachers; in other words, they are characters who seem to step onto the 
screen from common daily life.  
 
  11 
Fig. 2.1 A housewife image is chosen to be the dominant role.
 12
 
As for the narrative of the story, Sang Hu and Zhang Ailing still adopted a 
ordinary life perspective. After Sizhen discovers her husband’s relationship with 
the prostitute, she doesn’t have a typical “Nora” revelation about her puppet 
position nor does she end up leaving the home, as female characters do in many 
left-wing films. 
Although she has decided to divorce her husband, Sizhen becomes 
hesitant when her husband gets back for her the expensive crystal clip that he 
originally promised her. This plot-device emerges first when Sizhen's husband 
promises her that he will buy the clip as a present for her if he gets rich one day. 
However, as soon as his company is successfully established, he buys the clip for 
the prostitute when they are strolling around the same street. In the end, he 
realizes his misjudgment and trades his watch to get the clip back from the 
prostitute. Sizhen is moved when she see the present and recalls his promise. 
When she sees the wound on his head, gotten when he was beaten by the 
prostitute, she regards it as a signal that “he’s still loving me and willing to fight 
for me with any other women.”  
                                                 
12
 http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XNTE1Mzg4Mjg=.html 
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Fig. 2.2 Sizhen becomes hesitant about divorce when her husband gets back the 
clip
13
.  
A similar situation happens in the end of Li Ann’s 李安 film Lust and 
Caution 色戒，in which the heroine gives up her assassination plan when the 
man brings her to a jewelry store and buys her an extremely expensive gemstone 
ring.  At this point in the film, she has sacrificed her school work, first love, and 
even virginity to accomplish the plan. During three years she has experienced 
various hardships to gain the man’s trust. Nevertheless, this amateur killer returns 
to the position of ordinary woman at the most critical moments just because “he 
may treat me with some true heart.”  Ultimately, in Li Ann's film, a potentially 
grand theme of saving the country and killing the traitor is dispelled in favor of a 
more subtle one on the attachments and struggles between a man and a woman. 
                                                 
13
 http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XNTE1Mzg4Mjg=.html 
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Fig. 2.3 The heroine gives up her assassination plan when the man buys her an 
extremely expensive ring.
14
 
     Likewise, Sang Hu and Zhang Ailing haven’t made Sizhen a brave and 
independent character who suddenly realizes the hypocrisy of her happiness and 
rushes out to pursue women’s rights. Instead, Sizhen is a common housewife 
whom the audience may feel like they could encounter in the street: she has lots 
of other trivial but practical concerns. Her ultimate forgiveness of her husband 
could never be considered a left-wing awakening. And while Sizhen doesn’t win, 
neither does her rival Mimi 咪咪. In both the beginning and the end of the movie, 
Mimi is sitting in the same coffee shop and telling the same story: “My life 
experience is very tragic so I do not want to mention it. Everytime when I think 
about it, I can’t help but crying. I would like to share it with you but you can 
never tell it to other people.” This is her real life and also her trick of seducing a 
man. The battle between Sizhen and Mimi is not produced in order to represent an 
                                                 
14
 http://image.baidu.com/i?ct=503316480&z=&tn=baiduimagedetail&word 
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intense conflict between the middle and lower classes in the tradition of most left-
wing films. It is only a story of two women whose fate is deeply rooted in the 
people around them and the changes happening every day in the city. Sang Hu 
and Zhang Ailing keep those characters in a daily life narration and thus send 
them back in an original and authentic state. In their other two films, a similar 
narration is adopted when dealing with the conflicts between father and son, 
mother and daughter, and even master and servant. The characters are again 
individuals with various habits, personalities and experiences instead of 
representatives of unified class identities. The characters may not be as bright as 
heroes in left-wing films, but they triggered more thinking and sympathy because 
of their reliability. 
The importance of ordinary people and everyday life was discovered and 
emphasized in Sang Hu’s films.  The perspective of storytelling returns to the root 
of a human being’s living conditions: the most common basic and eternal daily 
routines.  And in his films, this mode gets a self-evident legitimacy and becomes 
the source of value standards.   According to Husserl's phenomenology, instead of 
living naturally at the bottom of narrative daily life is a constant state of existence 
and an important foundation of the continuation of the world. “The most 
important world (Is) actually given through perception and experience which 
could be experienced by us, that is the world of everyday life”. 15  Sang Hu’s 
artistic inspiration may not derive from western philosophies but shared 
                                                 
15
 Barry Smith and  Smith, W. David, The Cambridge Companion to Husserl, 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 108. 
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considerable similarity with the thought.  
However, considering the time period, Sang Hu and Zhang Ailing had to 
make certain compromises. As soon as civil war broke out, the nationalist party 
and the Communist Party reached an impasse. This was a crucial stage of 
constructing a new socioeconomic system which would determine both national 
state and new class relations. Personal identity, political bias and class attitude 
were integral to even the individual’s existence. Identification through 
nationalism and class division far exceeded the recognition of individuals through 
their occupations, families, genders and characters. The discourse power of “the 
public” and “people” got a legitimate status which far dominated the common 
citizen’s voice. This is also the reason why Sang Hu’s “citizen films” seem stuck 
in an awkward position and why they look like a flash in the pan in later film 
history. 
The legitimacy of Zhang Ailing’s identity as scriptwriter was facing strong 
critics especially when her husband Hu Lancheng 胡蘭成 fled. Although the 
accusations were not up graded to official political ones, public opinion of her 
reflected an intensely negative attitude. She was constantly scorned as a “cultural 
traitor,” 16 which put her under great pressure and gave her no chance to explain 
herself at that particular time. So it may be reasonable to infer that Wenhua 
Company invited several famous actors and actresses who were active on the left-
wing stage in order to neutralize Zhang’s effect, especially on a story without any 
                                                 
16Yu Bin余斌, Zhang Ailing Zhuang .張愛玲傳, (Guilin：Guangxi shifan daxue 
chubanshe, 2001), 257. 
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political tone. In my opinion, it could be regarded as a compromise to the left 
“national state” discourse power.   
The heroine in Everlasting Love was played by Chen Yanyan 陳燕燕. In 
1930, she owed the beginning of her career largely to the famous left-wing 
director Cai Chusheng 蔡楚生. Two years later, her performance in Cai’s film 
The spring of South Country 南國之春 really put her on the map as a tragedy 
actress. After that a series of Left-wing films such as Struggle 奮鬥 , Three 
Modern Women 三個摩登女性, Maternal light 母性之光 ranked her among 
“Four Famous Femle Role” in Shanghai. 
The actor Liu Qiong劉瓊who played the heroine’s lover in Everlasting 
Love also  shared the stage with Chen Yanyan as half of a couple in the left-wing 
film Mainland大陸in 1934. 
The role of the prostitute in “Long Live the Wife” was played by 
Shangguan Yunzhu 上官雲珠. She also participated in a lot of classical left-wing 
films such as The Crow and the Sparrow 烏鴉與麻雀 , Lamps and Candles of a 
Myriad Families  萬家燈火. 
Another actor Shi Hui had a prominent performance in both  Long Live the 
Wife and Happiness and Sorrow of Middle Ages. Although he devoted himself to 
the film industry as late as 1940s, he showed unmatchable talents on the dramatic 
stage and was crowned as “Drama King”. He performed as leading roles in a great 
number of plays which adapted from left-wing literary works. He also cooperated 
with another actor Zhang Fa 張伐 who was Sizhen’s husband in Long Live the 
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Wife in the drama Autumn Begonia 秋海棠and Night Club 夜店. 
While we cannot unqualifiedly say that these artists were representatives 
of a certain political brand simply because they participated in those films, as 
visual signs on the big screen, they certainly would have given an overall 
impression to the audiences’ psychology and would have added some validity to 
the creation and production teams in that general political environment.  
2.2 Convergence of film market needs and important social issues 
As we’ve mentioned above, the ordinary life perspective guaranteed Sang 
Hu and Zhang Ailing independence, to a certain degree, in artistic choices, while 
their choice of attractive love stories as overarching narratives could be regarded 
as concessions to the requirements of the market. However, these concessions are 
no reason to depreciate the films’ social value. The love scenarios happened in 
everyday life thrown reflections on individual value, economic development, 
moral standards and etc. in a social context.   
Admittedly, the main story in these films continued the secular style that 
Zhang Ailing favored in her novels. Without the ambitious theme of patriotic 
salvation, the plots expanded upon the trivial happiness and sorrows of family 
members. The topic of love and the relationships between men and women is 
certainly what Zhang was really good at, and it was also a timeless topic in the 
film market. As a novelist Zhang was very market oriented, an orientation that 
influenced her films, given that they would be judged according to instant box 
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office results. She even claimed that “I like Shanghai people and I wish they also 
like my book”17 
Likewise, director Sang Hu also insisted during the shooting, “I am always 
alert and hope that the audience never feels a slight of boring or stagnant.”18  
If we recognize the left-wing casting as a compromise toward overall 
political environment the choice of the love theme is obvious cater to audience 
and the market.  
However, in my point of view, unlike those Mandarin Duck and Butterfly 
Faction love stories which put overwhelming attention on exaggerated plots and 
endless emotional up and downs, these three movies only borrowed a love shell. 
The director once said his purpose in making films was “to consolidate the 
confidence of the audience for the future life, to eliminate human barriers and 
work for a younger and more beautiful tomorrow”.19  
Even in their first film Everlasting Love, which involved many more love 
affairs compared with the other two films, we can find very limited portrayals of 
how the man and woman fell in love or how they doubted and quarreled with each 
other, scenes which are typical in commercial films. 
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Sang Hu makes clear the love-relation only by several short shots.  In 
comparison, he devotes large amounts of narration and many shots to illustrating 
the heroine’s self-denial as a third party who is stepping into another's family, her 
thinking on and doubt over the traditional family model and her consideration of 
the importance of providing a healthy environment and relationships for children 
involved in an affair. Through a perspective of ordinary life, the audience may be 
inspired to think about such social problems as female status, ethical standards 
and a better educational environment.  
Nevertheless, even a cursory survey of characters and scenes in the movies 
reveals that although the stories happen in a framework of family life and daily 
routines, they are by no means confined entirely to the courtyard. More than half 
of the shooting was completed in the family scene and the identities of the main 
characters were father, mother, housewife or children which is an obvious 
distinction from left-wing films, in which gold diggers hang over the corners of 
the city and prostitutes live on the dirty streets. Nevertheless, the social 
relationships in which Sang Hu and Zhang Ailing entangle their characters take 
them into every industry in the city.  Minor characters range from newly emerging 
entrepreneurs to poor servants, from company staff to covetous prostitutes.  The 
scenes in the films move from private house to nightclubs, cinemas, cafés, 
ballrooms, coastal construction sites, luxury stores, old-style living rooms, and 
dormitories for single young women.   
In the third movie, Happiness and Sorrow of Middle Age, we can even see 
some outdoor scenes such as the graveyard and high angle shots of the street.  We 
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can infer, therefore, that the director never aimed to confine the theme of the films 
to family but aimed instead to reflect on various social relationships through a 
love topic.  
In Everlasting Love the heroine Jiayin 家茵 is a single lady who wants to 
make a living in this strange city. Unexpectedly she is caught up in a relationship 
with a married man. Their first encounter occurs at the gate of a cinema, where 
the two begin to know each other due to the tickets. This scene takes only about 3 
minutes. Jiayin's characterization is not one of an emotional and weak woman. In 
consideration of her lover Zongyu’s宗虞  sick wife and his young child, her 
choice is rational and courageous. Her struggle is a moral one rather than one 
merely concerned with love itself. 
 
Fig. 2.4 Jiayin first meets Zongyu宗虞 at the gate of the cinema.20 
In the movie, to express the struggle inside Jiayin, the director employed a 
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psychological montage in postproduction which was at the vanguard of filming 
techniques at that time. After finishing a conversation with Zongyu’s wife, Jiayin 
returns to her own room, where an illusion appears in her mind. She see her own 
image floating in the air, and then she hears her own voice: “I hope she's dead."  
"She" of course, refers to Zongyu’s wife. Then another voice comes out with a 
contradicting opinion. Two images of the same Jiayin share the screen equally. 
The voiceover dialogue reflects the intense psychological conflict within the 
heroine. In this way, the fierce fight between good and evil in human nature is 
thoroughly revealed. The big close-up and double exposure of her face also 
reflects her strong fear and the painful suffering in the deepest part of her heart.  
 
Fig. 2.5 The fierce fight between good and evil  part of human nature inside a 
modern woman.
21
 
Then the camera turned from an indoor to an outdoor scene. As soon as 
Jiayin arrives at the front door of Zongyu’s house, the voiceover starts. In her 
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mind she asks herself again and again the same question: “To leave or stay?”  
Even when she hears the news that Zongyu’s wife has been sent to the hospital, 
the voice persists. Obviously, Jiayin doesn’t want to give up because it is true love 
between her and Zongyu, and she knows that his wife might die any minute 
because of the serious illness. If this happens, Zongyu and his daughter may badly 
need her.   
Only when she finally decides to go to another city Xiamen does the 
voiceover disappear which indicates that the virtuous part in her heart has 
defeated the selfish part. 
  The climax happens when Zongyu tells his wife that he has fallen in love 
with someone else. Zongyu is in a medium shot alone. Beyond the screen, a 
crying sounds from his wife. They married according to their parents' orders. 
With different educational backgrounds, they seldom talk to each other. The shot 
of the man’s twisted face intertwines with the woman’s sad weeping. Even 
without any dialogue, the audience can feel the helplessness of both characters. A 
second later, the camera turns to the living room, where their daughter Tingting 
婷婷 is sitting in front of the piano and playing a happy song alone. From the 
right of the screen, Jiayin slowly walks to Tingting and sits down to teach her. 
Because of a lack of necessary care from her mother, who is bedridden, Tingting 
has already generated a psychological dependence on Jiayin, who is her private 
tutor. The harmonious scene is destroyed by the sound of a vase being smashing.  
Both Jiayin and Tingting, and by extension the audience, are startled. Zongyu 
rushes from upstairs and runs out of the screen. At the same time the cheerful 
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song played by Tingting is replaced by a short and depressive falling tone. 
In the piano scene with Tingting, the director employs a lot of extreme 
close-ups of Jiayin’s face. The actress’ exaggerated worried look expresses her 
anxiety over how to explain her role to this adorable child. She wants to take good 
care of Tingting, but she's also afraid of giving her the impression that she will 
replace Tingting’s mother. At the same time, a parallel montage shows Jiayin’s 
sorrowful childhood memories of when her own father abandoned her and her 
mother for another young beauty. What she chooses, Jiayin understands, may 
affect this child’s long life.  
Obviously, the story is not only concerned with the affections between a 
man and a woman. The story also concerns itself with the legitimacy of arranged 
marriage. Should a person take his responsibility even when he is a victim? Is it 
reasonable that free love should exceed other human feelings? How should one 
balance between personal feelings and social morality? How can one provide a 
healthier environment for children who were born in unhappy families? When a 
child with bad memories grows up how will she treat people around her? These 
are all valuable questions not only for individuals but also for society at large. 
In the first half of the film, as our hero and heroine start a substantive 
dialogue regarding their relationship, Zongyu moves to a window made by 
interlaced frames and then Jiayin approaches the window too. The frames look 
like a huge net in front of their faces. The net shape is a metaphor for their social 
connections. They are not struggling with each other. Instead, both of them are 
caught in a net of social relationships and responsibilities. They want to find a 
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legitimate position in social customs and morality. The director’s real intent lies 
in the discussion of social reality rather than love affairs. 
 
Fig. 2.6 The net shape is a metaphor for their social connections.  
22
 
Actually, a man’s remarrying was a very normal phenomenon at that time. 
Before the first Marriage Law of the People's Republic of China, which was 
enacted in 1950, it was popular and morally right for a rich man to get several 
concubines. Not surprisingly, Jiayin’s father encourages his daughter to be a 
concubine so that he can get a large amount of money from Zongyu. Even 
Zongyu’s sick wife accepts this idea and invites Jiayin’s father to her house to talk 
about the details.  
But Jiayin, who suffered when this old social custom was followed in her 
own parents’ relationship and was infused with a consciousness of female 
independence, can never surrender herself as a concubine. If she takes both 
legitimate social position and human dignity into consideration, the only way is to 
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push her lover to divorce his wife.  Rather than prescribing an ethical judgment on 
the situation, the scriptwriter and director throw us an ethical dilemma: in 
complying with the old social customs, one may lose one’s dignity while insisting 
on one's personal right to free love (which is advocated by left-wing feminists) 
may badly hurt another individual.  
Finally，Jiayin gives up choosing any of them and leaves the city. The 
characterization of Jiayin is thus neither based on a concept of pure love nor on a 
typical left-wing Nora concept. Her awakening lies not only in realizing the 
rightness of equal status between women and men but also between person and 
person. When she leaves, the background is a distant view of the city and a kite. 
For my point of veiw it imples that Her choice  is based on a conscious   mind 
toward the urban  ethical code : equal status and independent personality come 
from fully respect to other individuals. Man to women, women to women adult to 
child. 
 
  26 
Fig 2.7 A distant view of the city and a kite.
23
 
Under the same topic of real social problems related to the dark side of 
traditional customs, equal status for man and woman, Everlasting Love doesn't 
force on its audience either the left-wing model of free love, that is the model of 
absolute independence, nor did it urge full compliance with current social customs. 
Instead，it expresses an appreciation of human dignity, thinks over good and evil 
in human nature and ponders ultimate standards of social ethics and values. 
As Jiao Xiongping 焦雄平 said, “Because of the special political 
environment, these films could not criticize and fight with the political situation 
like those mainstream films. However, their contribution toward the collapse of 
feudal patriarchal, description and support of independent women, are more 
progressive and real than those works with strong revolutionary tones.”24 
In the second movie Long Live the Wife, we see Sang Hu and Zhang 
Ailing explore other aspects of city life, A discussion toward modes of living 
states among different social groups, the relationship of one’s fate with the city 
development and interactive communications of individuals in a urban culture 
context was covered.  
The heroine Sizhen is a young housewife living in a moderately 
prosperous family with her husband, mother-in-law and sister-in law. She’s active 
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in a space totally different from that of her rival-in-love Shi Mimi who will be the 
center of the conflicts later. Living in a spacious duplex house, Sizhen's daily 
routines include going shopping, going to the theater, ordering the servant to clean 
the house and preparing things her husband may need. The director arranges more 
than ten sets of cheongsam for Sizhen. In one scene when she passes a shop 
window and stares at a crystal hair clip, we notice that she’s wearing a luxurious 
mink coat, with pearl accessories sparkling on her neck. In another scene, when 
she sends her husband on business, the background is an American airbus. In the 
late 1940's, not everyone can afford to travel by plane.   
In sharp contrast, although Shimimi is pretty and dazzling, the audience 
may still notice that in every shot she is always wearing the same piece of 
cheongsam. Her space of activity is limited to a narrow attic and dark café. In a 
match play between Sizhen and Shimimi, Si goes to Mimi’s apartment to 
negotiate the price of leaving her husband (previously in the film,  her husband 
had become tired of Mimi’s greed and had begged Sizhen to help him).  Before 
she enters the room, Sizhen has some fears and worries. However, when she 
enters the room, a close-up of her face shows a relaxed expression indicating her 
awareness of her own superiority. 
A panoramic medium shot makes Mimi’s living environment clear: the 
single room is crowded and narrow with dim light with a messy bed on the left 
screen and an old and dirty couch in the middle. No other furnishings occupy this 
picture. The only bright color is Mimi’s tight fitting cheongsam which seems 
discordant with the environment. During their conversation, the door opens and a 
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man wearing clothes in the typical local gangster style walks from the right part of 
the screen. He shouts to Mimi for a large sum of money with exaggeratedly 
vicious look and insists he is Mimi’s husband. Our contempt and hatred for Mimi 
immediately changes into sympathy. After all, her greed and cunning are decided 
by reality.   
Obviously, the gap of survival status among different groups of people 
living the same city is huge. The seeming unintentional details reflect real socio-
economic relations in Shanghai.  
Sizhen’s husband Zhiyuan is an officer in a bank., In order to get rich 
rapidly, Sizhen’s husband Zhiyuan decides to establish company. Zhiyuan goes to 
his father-in-law who is an owner of real estates and farmlands in the countryside. 
He wants to borrow a large amount of money as start-up capital for his plan. 
However, his father-in-law treats him indifferently. At the same time, an off-
screen doorbell interrupts their conversation, and the father-in-law welcomes the 
visitor and discusses happily with him about the interest of lending out money at 
an exorbitant rate because his thinks the traditional investment is more reliable.  
  29 
 
Fig. 2.8 Zhi Yuan 志遠 goes to borrow money from his father-in-law.25 
 
Fig. 2.9 The father would rather lend money to a visiting usurer.
26
 
At that time in Shanghai, private capital became an important resource for 
small businesses.  The city is experiencing an economic boom in the movie. 
Seeing his friends are getting rich, Zhiyuan quits his job in the bank and sets up 
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his own company while his father –in- law finally gives up the traditional way of 
investment  and participates in this process. The relationship between Zhiyuan 
and Sizhen begin to change gradually after they get rich. The mutual influence 
between individuals and urban-economic changes is revealed naturedly.  
When the company is established,. the director only took three short shots 
to illustrate the development and expansion of the company, and the rapidity of 
these shots give the audience an impression that the company runs smoothly.  
In fact, this plot point is reflective of the historical process of 
accumulating wealth for middle-class citizens in Shanghai and foreshadows a 
legitimate reason for the prostitute Mimi’s existence. The industry---foreign 
trading and transportation--- chosen by the screenwriter involves heavy local 
tones and had a significant relationship with the development and prosperity of 
the city. The continuous upgrade of Shanghai as an international city was based 
on its advantageous location which links the Yangtze River in the north to the 
Pacific Ocean in the east and Hangzhou Bay in the south and connects Jiangsu 
and Zhejiang provinces in the west. Ever since Shanghai was opened as a trading 
port in the late Qing dynasty and used by foreign colonialists to gain access to the 
Yangzi River, the economic efficiency of geographical advantages has been fully 
demonstrated.. According to historical records, in 1940 there were 60 trading 
companies in Shanghai while in 1945 the number had increased sharply to 108.
27
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In the film, the rapid development of Zhiyuan’s company reflects the industrial 
boom during that time.  
The fate of the prostitute Mimi and her gangster husband also has a deep 
connection with this special city. The modern foreign trade burgeoned under the 
influence of the city's comprehensive development. In turn, marine industry and 
trading business greatly promoted the economic prosperity of the expanding city. 
In the late Qing dynasty, Shanghai was only a middle-sized county with a 
population of fewer than 21 million. It ranked among second-rate cities which are 
far below Fujian, Guangzhou, and Suzhou Hangzhou.  
 
Fig. 2.10 Mimi咪咪 and her husband  are talking about making money.28   
Since the opening policy carried on, the rank and status of the city of 
Shanghai rose rapidly. It not only ranked among the first class big cities but also 
became the largest multifunctional center city. The expansion of the central area 
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was accompanied by an encroachment upon surrounding agricultural regions. 
When people in those margin areas became citizens, they were suddenly baffled 
by the possibility of a high level of material comfort. They wanted to seek a better 
life. The prostitute Mimi and her husband are representatives of such a group of 
people. In the movie, even when Mimi fails to earn a penny for several days, they 
refuse to go back to their hometown. The gangster says, “I would rather like to die 
than going back. Anything is better than going back and doing farm work.” 
However, lacking money and basic survival skills, this group of people 
found it very difficult to find a space in the city. No doubt, they were not able to 
re-adapt to rural life. The easiest way for them to survive was to be reduced to 
prostitutes and gangsters. They were the non-mainstream crowd who were usually 
excluded from real urban society. The director spared considerable attention to 
them but treated them differently than left-wing films did. Instead of sending 
them to the street where they would encounter revolutionaries and wash away 
their sins in a patriotic story, the director insisted upon his family frame. The 
serious social problems resulting from this economic gap is reflected, in the film, 
in daily personal interactions involving love and sex.  
  33 
 
Fig. 2.11 Mimi is seducing another man. Through“love and sex” she makes 
herself a citizen.
29
 
The first of the non-positive encounters between Sizhen and Mimi 
happens in the following scene: in order to make trouble between Zhiyuan and 
Sizhen, Mimi secretly puts a handkerchief with her lip prints into Zhiyuan’s suit 
pocket. She wants the wife to discover her sexual relations with the husband. 
What happens next is an example of a narrative subversion: when Zhiyuan arrives 
home, Sizhen turns his pockets out looking for cigarettes. Against the audience’s 
expectation, she fails to see Mimi’s handkerchief. Only later, when the servant 
comes to Sizhen’s room and asks her for the dirty clothes to wash, is the 
handkerchief with its red lip prints discovered. 
The next shot is a close one of Sizhen. While she cries by covering her 
face， from the bathroom comes a cheerful whistle from her husband which 
implies his sexual victory.  In this scene, Sizhen is portrayed as suffering and 
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weak, her husband as shameless and stupid; Mimi’s cunning and greed impresses 
the audience. 
As a typical incarnation of a housewife in a common Shanghai family, 
Sizhen sacrifices personal preferences to cater to other family members and 
makes every effort to support her husband. However, in return, she receives only 
misunderstanding and betrayal. In her indulgence of other people, she has no time 
to even think about herself. The meaning and value of all her behaviors need to be 
doubted 
Li Shaobai talked about Sizhen’s image. According to him, from the 
character of Sizhen, we can at least feel a little existential implication
30
. Zhang 
Ailing also said: “Does her attitude to be an individual has no defects? Of course, 
it is still a problem. I did not be partial to this character. I only mentioned there is 
such a woman.”31 
More than half a century later, in the U.S. TV series "Desperate 
Housewives," we see once again the familiar, but blonde, Sizhen. They face the 
same confusion: what is the significance of women in the family? Do women 
have their own status and value, or should they live only a nominal “existence”? 
By analyzing these examples, it is easy to see that although Zhang Ailing 
and Sang Hu chose love, marriage and family as the themes of their films, they 
didn’t ignore the conflicts in the larger social context or create an illusory space. 
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Every character in each film has double ties to family and society. Their 
fate is always influenced by the city in which they live.  In Zhang Ailing and 
Sanghu’s films, the enthusiasm toward real social life is no less than in left-wing 
films. They show considerable profundity on individuals, society and especially 
unbern life.  
           I agree with the scholar Yingjin Zhang  that in Chinese literature and film, 
a contradictory pattern of country and city is schematically presented. While the 
country conveys the peaceful and simple life style, the city is “an achieved centre: 
of learning, communication, light. Powerful hostile associations have also 
developed”. The city is designed as a distant alienation which could stay 
temporally or out of genuine experience. Since 1940s, the country was 
transfigured as center of revolution and the city became another stage of political 
activities under communist leadership. 
32
 
          The urban life rarely enters eyes of writers and directors. Even in those 
films that paid attention to stories happened in a city, a strong hostility could be 
easily found. In Angels on the Road 馬路天使，the urban experience is under a 
depressive tone. The two sisters are sold to Shanghai and one of them became 
prostitute and killed by a gangster.   
          In Sang Hu’s films the urban life is firstly appreciated and understood. Both 
Sang Hu and Zhang Ailing were part of a civilian class and they were acted upon 
by the urban public culture. Admittedly, urban culture itself is usually full of filth 
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and complex which lacks of self-integration ability. Within this environment, film 
makers might easily be caught in a cultural desert, one in which art-worthy 
subjects and stories are scarce, especially when their main focus shifted to 
commercial profits.  However, Sang Hu and Zhang Ailing artistically recorded 
every hue of the urban society, tasted hundreds of different daily lives, explored 
multiple facets of popular culture and upgraded the quality of civilian ideology by 
their unique cultural offerings. Through love story vehicles, a thinking over  
socio-economic relationships  among different city groups,  one’s fate with the 
city development, personal sex and love  under a urban context, individual desire 
and city codes  is conveyed. In terms of the establishment of urban culture, 
especially for the post-war reconstruction of social morality, his films contributed 
much more than expectations of those critics. In this sense, his films broadened a 
wider culture  scope with advanced vision.  
2.3 Balance between conflicts among characters and relaxing visual effect 
As mentioned above, the films reflect daily life, social realities, conflicts 
among wife and husband, father and son but the director demonstrated the all 
relations by a meaningful and gentle style.  
 I would like to do a comparison here: The River Flows to the East was 
shot during the same period by Kunlun Film Company which was established at 
the same time as Wenhua Company. The famous director Cai Chusheng presented 
the audience with a painting of the turbulent society through the hard lives of his 
protagonists.  The enlightened young people Sufen 素芬 and Zhang Zhongliang 
張忠良 are a loving couple. As soon as the anti-Japanese wars break out Zhang 
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Zhongliang participates in the rescue team while Sufen flees to the countryside 
with her child and mother-in-law. In those war years, the fates of the characters in 
the movie are manipulated. Zhang Zhongliang’s brother is forced to become a 
bandit and his father is killed by the Japanese. Suffering from all kinds of 
hardship, Zhang Zhongling takes refuge in Chongqing and meets a social butterfly 
whose name is Wang Lizhen 王麗珍 . Tempted by material comforts, Zhang 
Zhongling moves to Wang Lizhen’s place and soon leads a vicious life. After the 
victory of the war, Zhang Zhongliang encounters Sufen unexpectedly in his 
friend’s house. Wang Lizhen forces Zhang Zhongliang to divorce Sufen and 
Zhang is trapped in a dilemma. At the end, feeling insulted, Sufen jumps into the 
Huangpu River in despair while her mother-in-law wails alongside the river.  
The story in the movie ranges over ten year from before to after the war. 
On one hand, it issues a call for justice and a call for people to save the country 
and resist Japanese aggression, and on the other hand it exposes the vicious and 
corrupt system of exploitation practiced by the ruling class.  The story ends in 
tragedy which expresses the hatred of the proletariat for the hopeless social 
system. A subjective tone serves as a catalytic agent to persuading a progressive 
action which depicts a dark society with sharp and irreconcilable social conflicts. 
Sang Hu’s films alleviate all the problems by using the different 
techniques of comedy and symmetrical shooting. To a certain degree, the social 
problems are solved by understandings and compromise among characters in the 
family instead of by destroying an old system and constructing a new perfect 
society. The director’s attitude is clear: social reality could neither be covered by 
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indulging in personal love stories nor resolved through violent revolution. As the 
smallest unit of society, a harmonious family at least brings us some hope of a 
better society. Rather than prescribing social changes for us, Sang Hu infuses us 
with a social consciousness: any society is comprised of individuals and families, 
and their happiness and sorrow matters. He would like to be a loyalty observer, 
recorder and comforter for the audience instead of their spiritual mentor.  
We can see a lot of comic elements both in the characterization and the 
plot development in Sang Hu’s films. In Everlasting Love Jiayin’s father is 
characterized as a degenerate Manchurian archetype who always carries his 
birdcage and snuff bottle to manifest his noble ancestry. However, he always asks 
Zhongyu to sell them at a good price in private. He goes to visit his daughter but 
she is out. The father picks up a piece of cloth in his daughter’s closet on the sly 
and gives it to the landlord as a present. He tells the landlord, “When Zongyu 
comes here, don’t forget to remind me so that I will pretend to encounter him 
accidentally and ask him to give me a job in his factory.” 
Later he secretly squanders money in Zongyu’s factory, and when he is 
accused, he explains, “I just forget about it.” In another example, Jiayin buys a 
rice cakes for Zhongyu, but when Zongyu comes back the bowl is empty because 
the father ate the meal secretly. This typical comic character who is the 
embodiment of the dictum “a fool is wise in his own conceit” is employed by the 
director skillfully. 
When shooting him, there is no soft light on his face and his body is 
always twisted with his hands in his pockets. When he is speaking, he speaks 
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quickly and his pronunciation is funny which makes him looks like a clown. 
The actress that plays the servant in “Long Live the Wife” was famous for 
her termagant female role on the dramatic stage. At the beginning of the movie, 
she breaks a bowl and is blamed by Sizhen’s mother-in-law. Instead of suffering 
in silence, she argues loudly with glaring eyes: “I don’t want to work here! I have 
to deal with all the house work here. People working in other houses work less 
than me but earn a much higher salary.” Her words in turn make Sizhen’s mother 
look awkward, and the audience is amused by her pungency.  
One of the typical comedy plots happens when Sizhen discovers her 
husband's extramarital affair and she goes to her parents to cry. Hearing about his 
daughter’s trouble, the old rich man is enraged and strikes the table several times. 
He insists upon going to find Sizhen’s husband alone in order to punish him 
severely.  He rushes into the prostitute’s apartment in which Sizhen’s husband is 
supposed to  live. However, when the door opens, two young beauties with heavy 
make-up appear. His anger is gone in one second, and he gently tells Mimi: “I just 
stopped by to find someone called Zhiyuan.” Unexpectedly again, when Zhiyuan 
comes out, rather than punishing him, he says: “I really understand man’s need, 
you should not let my daughter know about your affairs.” After that, he 
approaches the other beauty and holds her arms sweetly, sits down and praises her 
beauty without stop. On another other day, when he shows up in the same 
apartment again for an appointment with the prostitute, he is wearing a very 
exaggerated costume which easily reminds us of the great comedian Chaplin: 
black suit, black hat, black tie and a cane in hand. Even from his swagger, we can 
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see an obvious imitation. Man’s stupidity and lust are demonstrated by the 
director in an antic way. 
In Happiness and Sorrow of Middle Age, a lot of comparative montage is 
employed to strengthen the effect of satirical comedy. In one of the subplots when 
the father and son go to work in the morning, the director moves the video camera 
outdoors and shoots in a documentary style. The father is pressed by crowds of 
people in the bus station. A medium shot shows a dark mass from a distance. The 
audience is unable to pinpoint the father but can easily feel the squeeze he must 
be suffering. The next shot is also a medium shot which looks very realistic. The 
son is sitting quite comfortably in his cart. In the film, the director put the two 
scenes into cross cut. The irony of the so-called filial piety is very strong.  
In another subplot, to show his filial piety to his father, the son holds a 
birthday party at home. The most important activity is playing Majiang. All their 
relatives are invited and the “generous” son promises: “I will pay for all you lose 
but if you win you can keep the money by yourself.” Everyone is encouraged and 
the house becomes lively immediately. However, the father goes upstairs alone 
for the reason that he knows nothing about how to play. Then the son leaves the 
table and goes to give a speech for a radio station. Ironically, the theme of his 
speech is the harm of gambling. When he spits out a criticism at those who play 
Majiang in the city, the sounds come from his house. The audience can no longer 
keep a straight face especially when the father is listening to the son’s hypocritical 
speech.  
The most evident sarcasm comes in the end of film when the father claims 
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he will marry his young colleague Minghua. He encounters strong opposition 
from his family members, and his eldest son does not even allow them to live in 
his house. At the same time, the luxurious tomb which is supposed to be the 
father’s home when he dies is still under construction. It is typical black humor: 
they cannot find even a place to stand when living but own a spacious place to lie 
when dead. 
 
Fig. 2.12 The son enforces his father to leave home.
33
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Fig. 2.13 The father’s tomb is under construction.34 
Of course, each film has a happy ending: although Jiayin doesn’t marry 
Zongyu, she keeps her dignity; Sizhen gives up her plans for divorce and returns 
home; the father Chen Shaocheng marries the young lady and the next year their 
baby is born. Admittedly, the conflicts are solved by certain compromises, some 
of which may happen off-screen.  
Besides the comedic elements, the director employed many symmetrical 
blockings to create a harmonious and steady atmosphere which also contributes to 
a gentle settlement of the conflicts.  
During the shooting of these three films, the director used many more 
fixed close shots compared to moving track shots to keep a steady composition, 
while the active mise en scene guarantees a lively narrative. In the process of 
characterization, we can see from the screen that the symmetrical and balanced 
composition is prioritized. In most of the shots, the director deliberately sets the 
character in the middle of the camera. The position of the camera is fixed. 
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Through the coordination of actors’ movements and the panning or zooming of 
the camera, the moving actor is always in the center of the camera, and every shot 
is accomplished smoothly. 
During the mise en scene, the director adopts fixed mise en scene in terms 
of the actors' movements, especially horizontal mise en scene, in which the actor 
moves from the left to right across the screen. In other cases, the director uses 
diagonal mise en scene, in which the actor moves along the diagonal line.  In 
short, the director always maintains a perfect composition in the relationships 
between the actors and their environmental space.  
In Everlasting Love when Jiayin and Zongyu are buying presents in a shop, 
the actor and actress are standing on both sides of the counter and in the middle is 
the salesman. The main characters Jiayin and Zongyu occupy a large space while 
the salesman is squeezed into a much smaller one. The background of the store is 
also included in the screen. In another scene, Jiayin goes to Zongyu’s house and 
sits on a sofa in the living room. When the servant offers tea, she comes from a 
symmetrical line of the picture and leaves from the right corner.   
After Jiayin is hired as private tutor for Zongyu’s daughter, she leaves to 
give a class. The scene in which she is about to leave is composed of a symmetric 
square with balanced static and dynamic parts. Two servants stand at the right half 
of the screen. Jiayin occupies the left half of the left half of the screen: a door 
occupies the right half.  Jiayin starts walking toward the door with an average 
speed. In this way, the whole screen is static on the right and dynamic on the left. 
When Jiayin and Zongyu are sitting in the living room and chatting, they 
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sit in the very center of the screen with Zongyu’s dauther Tingting playing in the 
back yard as background. At the same time, the servant walks through the square 
composition on a diagonal path which composed a typical triple depth of focus. 
This is also a long shot. Later the servant enters the screen from the left through a 
horizontal route, right as Tinting walks out of the background. 
Then the servant stops at the right corner and leaves the main space to 
Jiayin and Zongyu. As a discordant opponent between the main characters, the 
director makes the servant an oppressive element in the composition. She blocks 
the corner and threatens the spatial harmony, composed by the main characters, of 
the center screen. Zongyu realizes that she is watching and drives her out of the 
screen by asking about the “cake” for Tingting.  
Long Live the Wife involves two families so the number of characters is 
larger than in the other films. Full shots are adopted more often to demonstrate the 
relationships among family members. In the first scene in which Sizhen’s brother 
visits her husband’s family, a full shot includes all the characters in the living 
room. Each character takes almost the same space which reveals their equal 
importance in this scene. 
Then Sizhen’s brother sits down and chats with her mother-in-law and 
sister-in-law.  The brother sits on one sofa, and the other two characters take the 
other sofa. The three people are in the same plane which makes a parallel 
structure to the table in front of the sofa.  When Sizhen walks into the screen later, 
she sits on the arm of the sofa, again forming a horizontal line with the other two 
women. All of these spatial relationships imply a balanced and harmonious 
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overall relationship in the room. 
In the opening of Long Live the Wife, we see a special stage prop: a 
Chinese fan. It reappears at the end of the film which is well joined with the 
opening and makes the whole narrative a symmetrical structure. The opening 
captions are written on a traditional-style fan with a peony flower pattern. The fan 
opens by special animation effects while a symphony plays in the background. 
The last shot in the film is the prostitute telling the same lies to tempt another man 
with a fan covering half of her charming face.  
The symmetrical feature in Happiness and Sorrow of Middle Ages is 
largely in school scene.  In the opening，the principal Chen Shaochang, who is 
leading three students, walks from far away toward the audience. The position of 
the camera is fixed until they come to the center of the screen. No matter whether 
they are far away from or close to the audience, they remain in the center of the 
screen. 
In two similar scenes, the director uses the same composition. When Chen 
Shaochang welcomes new students in a conference hall, Chen Shaochang and all 
the teachers stand on the top one third of the screen with a dense mass of students' 
heads occupying all the remaining space on the bottom.   
At the end when Chen Shaochang is about to retire and elects a new 
principal, the same scene appears: the two principals stand on the top and the 
students take the larger space at bottom. In this way, the attention of the audience 
will be equally attracted by both the standing people and the sitting students. It 
helps to balance two themes in the film: Chen Shaochang’s personal life and the 
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importance of education for students and the country.  
In three movies, we see few subjective shots since almost every shot 
strictly complies with these principles of balanced composition.  Even for on- 
location shooting, the camera is fixed.. The director’s implication is obvious: 
Through this balanced composition, stable and harmonious visual effects alleviate 
all the contradictions although there are lots of conflicts, they can be solved in a 
rational and gentle way. 
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Chapter 3 
A NEW GENRE IN CHINESE FILM INDUSTRY 
After the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, As Paul 
Clark has argued.
34
 : “The level of the film industry and the level of the filmic text 
or film aesthetics is changed”35  Sang Hu’s style has to surrender to political 
propaganda. In 1950, his film Spring of Peace 太平春 which reveals the dark side 
of old society and extols the great proletarian liberation was released.  Later he 
continued to make the film There is a Family 有一家人家 with similar themes. 
During these years, the Chinese film market never lacked in macroscopic 
description, but the stories from a perspective of ordinary city life are relatively 
few. The category of “citizen’s films” began to reemerge only in the late 1980’s, 
after which their number increased gradually in number. In 1979 and in the early 
80’s, the “New Wave” broke out. Since then more attention has been paid to local 
life and cultures, especially the daily life of common citizens which was not a 
valuable concern for previous famous directors. A new era in Chinese film history 
began 
In Taiwan film industry a directional change was taking place before and 
after the release of Hou Xiaoxian’s 侯孝賢 The Sandwich Man兒子的大玩偶. 
With the exclusion of the traditional limitations in the classical paradigm, a new 
realist imperative was developing to re-assess traditional customs, beliefs and 
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 Paul Clark, Chinese Cinema: Culture and Politics Since 1949, (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 1987). 
35 Wimal Dissanayake, ed., Colonialism and Nationalism in Asian Cinema 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994), xiii–xiv 
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lifestyles of common citizens.  Through forthright and sentimental images, a 
strong humanistic style and special local spirit are conveyed. A combination of 
modern city life with gentle and lyrical Chinese literary narration easily resonated 
with audience members of different ages and quickly drew attention from film 
critics abroad. 
Although Xiaoxian likes to turn his camera to real events, people and 
places, it doesn’t mean that they are randomly selected. The image fragments that 
feature in his film shared a common basis in the nature of daily experiences, city 
living, human pettiness and ordinary life which form a fruit with a sweet and 
bitter taste. Xiaoxian's philosophy coincides with that in Sang Hu’s films in this 
particular aspect: the beauty of life is often not arrived at during a solemn moment 
when life or death matters or on a day of particularly great historical significance. 
On the contrary, the most impressive memory and meaning may be formed in a 
normal day without any unexpected thing happening. 
This urban citizens’ perspective also opened a new page in the Hongkong 
film industry. The new wave movement changed the direction to a certain degree 
and prepared for the full bloom a few years later. Especially Xu Anhui’s 許鞍華
Woman in Forties 女人四十, The Postmodern Life of my Aunt 姨媽的後現代生
活, Thief of time 歲月神偷 and etc.  
Later, the world famous director Li Ann trained his eyes to everyday life 
of common citizens too and presented the audience with Wedding Banquet 喜宴 
and The Instincts of Man and Woman 飲食男女. Similar with Sang Hu’s films, 
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subtle relationships between individuals, people and their families, groups and 
society, present and past are demonstrated in the movies. 
With the growing market awareness in the mainland and the continuous 
progress of the film industry, private film companies in the mainland are enjoying 
a strong vitality and establishing more productive mechanisms. Huyi Brother 華
誼兄弟  is one of the most typical representatives in terms of following the 
market-oriented principle and giving full respect to the aesthetic tastes of the 
audience. 
Through 20 years of opening policy and economic structure adjustment, 
China's urban citizenry have not only grown in number but have also brought 
tremendous energy which has affected, changed and even decided the mainstream 
aesthetic taste. This is also the social philosophical foundation for the 
development of Feng Xiaogang’s 馮小剛 New Year's Film. 
He once said: “I am just a grass-root director”. From the perspective of 
everyday life, he depicts grassroots scenarios and lives fulfill their inner desires 
and satisfy their consumer-tastes to the maximal degree that he can. Thus, he 
receives applause among common citizens.    
In selecting the themes of his movies, he rejects any philosophical 
reasoning, grand historical narration or political infusion.  Rather than throwing 
too much theoretical thinking to his audience, he prefers to take the risk of being 
decried as shallow and obsequious. He designs his stories based on the reality 
which comes closest to the daily life and the imagination which most attracts 
citizen’s interests. “In outer aspect, firstly, we carefully design a good story which 
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may sound interesting to the public, the second, open, elucidate, transit and 
complete the story according to a comic narrative rule which should follow a 
format of happiness, bustling, sorrow and joy. The third, try to reflect a unique 
sense of humor, play attitude and spirit of Chinese grass-root, especially local 
Beijing citizen from the story and lines. In hidden aspect, take effort to analyze 
psychological needs of the audience in popular culture.”36 
 In his films, we cannot find any attention or reflection toward national 
political situation, military affairs and historical events, but we do find much 
depiction of detailed daily life. Usually the films have a comic ending to solve all 
the problems which may impossible to settle in the real world. 
Similar with Long Live the Wife, Feng’s film such as A sigh 一聲歎息, 
Cellphone 手機 explore the phenomenon of extramarital affairs and end in the 
return to the previous family. Biggest Names  大碗 shares the black humor with 
Happiness and Sorrow of Middle Ages  in constructing tombs for a living person 
in order to inspire the audience to think about the meaning of life. 
In the eyes of the filmmakers, the audience is the first factor: the director 
must first realize that the audience is the main part of the society and the ultimate 
consumers in the film market. 
Xu Anhua once said in an interview, “the audience wants to see content 
which reflects deep part in human nature. When they sit down, they want to 
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rediscover themselves and find the meaning of life.”37 Her words explained the 
reason why these three movies - Everlasting Love, Long live the Wife and The 
Sorrows and Happiness of Middle Age - although they seem incompatible with 
contemporary social undercurrents can still transmit across time and space to 
resonate with audiences even today. 
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